Freelance Writer Misti Sandefur Launches E-zine for Writers
June 13, 2006 -- Misti Sandefur discovered writing at the age of 8, and since that
time she has published over 50 articles in print and electronic publications. In
addition, Sandefur has also published two books: an inspirational fiction and a
writers' reference.
Because of her career in the writing industry, Sandefur has subscribed to many
publications for writers (paid and free). Upon reviewing the many subscriptions
she has to these publications, Sandefur has learned that over half of them
contain the same information, but the occurrence that has troubled Sandefur the
most is the publications also list jobs for writers that pay a whopping $5 or less
for all rights.
Sandefur still holds most of her subscriptions to those publications, because, at
times, they do give helpful and new information. However, Sandefur thought to
herself, "I could offer a publication for writers too, one that would give them
something different, something fresh and something new."
Sandefur studied her competition for one year, and just recently she surveyed
writers and asked them what they would like to see in a new e-zine for writers
that they don't often see in other publications for writers.
Based on her research and survey, Sandefur officially announces the launch of
her new e-zine for writers. Coffee Break for Writers was created to provide
writers with information and news that isn't often seen in other publications for
writers.
Information writers will discover within the pages of Coffee Break for Writers
includes: unique articles related to writing, marketing and publishing, personal
essays from successful writers who chose the self-publishing route, markets that
pay rates of $.05 or more per word or a flat rate of $25 or more, writing tips, word
tips, writing exercises, interviews with book stores, successful writers, editors,
agents and publishers, writing and publishing news, writing and publishing
trends, and a whole lot more!
Coffee Break for Writers will be distributed to subscribers bi-weekly, via e-mail
and in PDF format. "Writers are always looking for new and fresh information,
information they don't often read or hear about, and I'm more than happy to
provide them with the up-to-date and new information they're looking for," says
editor Misti Sandefur. "I believe our e-zine will be very beneficial to writers around
the globe."
About Coffee Break for Writers

Coffee Break for Writers was founded in May 2006 by Misti Sandefur to provide
the writing industry with something timely, new and different. For more
information about Coffee Break for Writers, please visit
http://coffeebreakforwriters.mistisandefur.com.
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